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Welcome back Faculty!
I am excited to announce that we have added a new
database to our streaming film collection.
Kanopy is a new streaming platform that offers films in
media and communications, gender, race, and class
studies, health, science, librarianship, and education.
This collection contains films from Media Education
Foundation, The Center for New American Media, and Into
the Classroom Media. All the films can be embedded in
Blackboard and/or streamed in class. There is no limit to
the number of patrons that can watch the films or the
number of times a patron can watch a film and all can be
found in the catalog.

Amy Trepal
Manager - Educational Films
Room 302, TCL
803-777-2858
ajtrepa@mailbox.sc.edu

Take a look at all of libraries streaming content by going to
the list of Audio & Visual databases.
I looked forward to working with all of you this semester.
Amy

Newly Acquired Films

Film Suggestion?
If you know of a new film that
you would like us to add to the
collection please send me an
e-mail including the title,
director, year, and any other
information that will help in
finding the film.

Educational Films
Database
Want to search what we
already have? Visit the

Adam's Rib
A husband and wife lawyer team clash
when the wife defends a woman on trial for
shooting her spouse. The lawyer-husband
is the prosecutor.

Addiction Incorporated
Tells the true story of how Victor DeNoble's unexpected
discovery of an addiction ingredient in tobacco which led to
more addictive cigarettes, and how his Congressional
testimony forever changed how tobacco is sold and
marketed.

America the Beautiful 2
Award-winning filmmaker Darryl Roberts' takes us into
America's dieting craze and its insidious use of BMI and
into the lives of industry leaders and icons like Deepak
Chopra.

The Awful Truth
A separated couple sabotages each
other's love affairs while waiting for their
divorce decree to become final.

The Butler
Inspired by a true story, Cecil Gaines is a
devoted husband, father, and White House
butler who served eight Presidential
administrations during the turbulent politics
and civil rights battles of twentieth century
America.

Caesar Must Die
As part of a rehabilitative prison program, inmates at a
high-security prison in Rome prepare for a public
performance of Shakespeare's 'Julius Caesar.' As they
rehearse, the prisoners find that the classic play has both
a striking resonance and contrast to their confined lives.
Italian dialogue

Captain Harlock, Space Pirate, The Complete
Series
A young man named Tadashi joins Captain Harlock, the
last space pirate, in an attempt to avenge his father's
death and save the planet earth. Contains 42 episodes.
Japanese dialogue

Carnivale, The Complete First Season

Educational Film Database
and search our film collection
in a variety of ways including
title, language, or genre.

In a time of titanic sandstorms, vile
plagues, drought and pestilence the final
conflict between good and evil is about to
begin. The battle will take place in the
Heartland of an empire called America....

The Chelsea Girls
One of the first "underground" films of the 1960's to
achieve a degree of mainstream acceptance, the film
offers a long, unblinking look into the lives of Andy Warhol's
retinue of "superstars" as they showed ...

Cosmos
This documentary series explores the history of science
and how we found our place in the cosmos

Crossfire
A police captain methodically unravels the truth behind the
brutal murder of an innocent Jewish man by a World War II
soldier with a rabid hatred of Jews.

C.S.I., Crime Scene Investigation, The Complete
Fifth Season
Sara is kidnapped by the miniature killer; the parents of a
missing girl are murdered and the suspect is a pastor; a
popular movie actress is murdered; a young boy and his
babysitter are murdered ...

Django
A lone gunman dragging his own coffin
behind him joins downtrodden townspeople
to battle a sadistic colonel with his band of
religious fanatics.

Drunken Master II
The story concerns the misadventures of Wong Fei Hung
as he accidentally becomes involved with the affairs of the
British consul, who are smuggling ancient Chinese artifacts
... Chinese dialogue

ER, The Complete First Season
The work and lives of a group of emergency room doctors
in Chicago.

The Extras
The story of a poor young couple's courtship. For eight
months, Salem, an aspiring actor/gas station attendant has

been courting Nada, a young widow--yet they can only see
each other ... Arabic dialogue

A Face in the Crowd
An Arkansas hobo becomes an overnight
media sensation. But as he becomes
drunk with fame and power, will he ever be
exposed as the fraud he has become?

Family Across the Sea
This award-winning program explores the remarkable
connections between the Gullah of the South
Carolina/Georgia Sea Islands and the people of West
Africa, particularly those of Sierra Leone. ...

Fearless
Turn of the 20th Century. HuoYuanjia is the son of a great
fighter. His father does not wish for his child to follow in his
footsteps. Huo decides to teach himself how to fight and
win. ... Chinese dialogue, Blu-Ray

The Films of Jay Rosenblatt
Collage films that use educational movies from the 1950s
and 1960s, newsreels, Hollywood clips, historical footage,
home movies and other found footage to present the subject
of the film. These films span the first decade of
Rosenblatt's cinematic career.

Forgotten Silver
A "mockumentary" which documents the fictitious "lost" life
of Colin McKenzie, a New Zealand film pioneer and
inventor extraordinaire. Through archive photos, rare film
footage and interviews with....

Gaslight
A susceptible young woman marries a suave, romantic
man never suspecting that he is a murderous scoundrel,
obsessed with finding the jewels hidden in her London
home. ...

The Gods Must be Crazy I & II
The gods must be crazy: For five thousand
years, things have stayed pretty much the
same for Xi and his fellow Bushmen. Then
one day, an empty Coke bottle drops
magically from the sky and life...

Greatest Movie Ever Sold
Morgan Spurlock brings a comedic documentary about

branding, advertising, and product placement that is
financed and made possible by brands, advertising, and
product placement..

High Fidelity
Rob Gordon's record store is semi-failing,
and his long-time girlfriend has just walked
out on him. In order to figure out where
things went wrong, he examines his past
relationships with other women.

Hollywood on Trial
The story of "The Hollywood Ten", who, in 1947, would not
cooperate when accused by the United States government
of possible communist loyalties.

Illicit
Examines the shadowy web of illicit trade that has resulted
from globalization, the Internet, and electronic banking.
Discusses how lucrative international criminal networks
thrive while causing rampant ...

The Lady From Shanghai
A seaman becomes involved in the murderous intrigue of a
crippled lawyer and his homicidal, frustrated wife.
Culminates in a shoot-up in a hall of mirrors.

Letter From an Unknown Woman
In early 20th century Vienna, Stefan Brand is in the
process of fleeing on the eve of a duel he wants no part of.
However, before he can do so, he receives an anonymous
letter from an unknown woman. ...

Love Streams
The story of a middle-aged brother and
sister who find themselves caring for one
another after the other loves in their lives
abandon them. Blu-Ray

Meet John Doe
Fired from her job, reporter Ann Mitchell
invents a fictitious "John Doe" to write an
idealistic letter threatening suicide in
protest of social ills. The public response to
the letter is so enormous that Ann's ...

The Missing Picture
Explores filmmaker Rithy Panh's quest to create the

missing images during the period when the Khmer Rouge
ruled over Cambodia between 1975 and 1979. The film
uses wood figures, ... French Dialogue

The Name of the Rose
Adaptation of the Umberto Eco novel where
several monks have been murdered in
mysterious circumstances in a 14th
century Italian abbey. Blu-Ray

No Woman No Cry
In her gripping directorial debut, Christy Turlington Burns
shares the powerful stories of at-risk pregnant women in
four parts of the world, including a remote Maasai tribe in
Tanzania, a slum of Bangladesh,...

Only a God Can Save Us
A 2009 documentary film by acclaimed documentary
filmmaker Jeffrey van Davis about German philosopher
Martin Heidegger. It is a critical view of Heidegger's
relationship to National ...

The Panama Deception
Offers a view of the 1989 invasion of
Panama that was not given by the
American media. Presents evidence of
mass burials of civilian casualties and
internment of homeless civilians which was
concealed ...

Planet Terror
A small town sheriff's department has to deal with an
outbreak of murderous, infected people called "sickos."
Cherry Darling meets up again with her old lover, El Wray,
just as their Texas town... Blu-Ray

Pushing Daisies, The Complete First Season
Ned is a lonely pie maker whose touch can reanimate the
dead, but there's a hitch. If Ned touches the person again,
the miracle is reversed. If he doesn't, a bystander dies
instead. Ned teams with a private...

Robin Hood
In times of tyranny and injustice when law oppresses the
people, the outlaw takes his place in history. England at
the turn of the 12th century was such a time. King Richard
the Lionheart, bankrupt ...

Scandal, The Complete First Season
When trouble rears its ugly head, headline-making, liferuining trouble, there's only one person to call: the

legendary Olivia Pope. With her steadfast rule of always
trusting her gut, Olivia leads an expert team ...

The Scarlet Empress
Catherine, a German princess, married the Grand Duke
Peter, the heir to the Russian throne. Because of his
madness, she was able to seize the throne and become
known as Catherine the Great.

A Serious Man
One ordinary man's quest to become a serious man.
Physics professor Larry Gopnik can't believe his life. His
wife is leaving him for his best friend, his unemployed
brother won't move off the couch,...

Sin by Silence
Tells the story of Convicted Women Against Abuse, an
inmate-led group in a California prison, and its quest to
raise awareness about domestic abuse.

Sin City
Welcome to Sin City, the town that beckons to the tough,
the corrupt, and the brokenhearted. A universe of unlikely
and reluctant heroes still try to do the right thing in a city
that refuses to care.

A Star is Born
Rock star John Norman Howard has
noticed that his career has begun to
decline. Too many years of concerts, bad
managers and life on the road have made
him cynical. Then he meets the innocent,...

Stories We Tell
A "genre-twisting film by director Sarah Polley, who
investigates the elusive truths of her eclectic family of
storytellers as she playfully interrogates a cast of
characters who each relate their version ...

Suspicion

Alfred Hitchcock weaves a terrifying web of
suspicion around a fragile young English
bride and captures a classic suspense
thriller. Joan Fontaine is the bride, a gentlyreared heiress who fears she has married
a murderer Cary Grant is the

husband, a dashing ne'er-do-well ...

The Sticky Fingers of Time

Romantic suspense story of a timetravelling novelist.

Tekkonkinkreet
In Treasure Town, life can be both gentle
and brutal. This is never truer than for our
heroes, Black and White, two street
urchins who watch over the city, doing
battle with an array of old-world Yakuza and
alien assassins vying to rule the decaying
...

Teknolust
Rosetta isn't just creating the perfect woman, she's
creating three. She has downloaded her DNA into the Self
Replicating Automatons. To survive they need the male Y
chromo, found only in sperm. Now the cyborgs have to get
out into the world and feed.

Tongues Untied
In an experimental amalgam of rap music, street poetry,
documentary film, and dance, a gay African-American
man expresses what it is like to be gay and black in the
United States.

Torso
"A series of sex murders shock a college campus and four
beautiful young girlfriends head for the safety of a country
villa. But ... their weekend of pleasure ...

A Touch of Sin
Inspired by four shocking and true events, the film focuses
on four characters who are driven to violent ends. An angry
miner, enraged by widespread corruption, decides to take
justice ... Chinese dialogue

True Romance
Clarence meets Alabama. He then proceeds to
accidentally kill her pimp. The two get married and acquire
an unexpected wedding present - a suitcase full of
cocaine. They hit the road ... Blu-Ray

Ugetsu

In sixteenth-century Japan a village
potter and his brother-in-law set out
for the city to seek their fortunes in
the spoils of war. Their neglected
wives suffer the bitter consequences
... Japanese dialogue

What Parents Need to Know From Kids About
Divorce
A compilation of candid interviews with youth ages 4-18
talking about their personal experiences dealing with their
parents' divorce?

Zombi 2
A derelict boat is found aimlessly adrift in the local waters
of New York City. Investigating police units are shocked
beyond belief when a corpse-like stowaway attacks them
and then plunges into .... Italian dialogue.
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